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Research data management policy of the University of Stuttgart 
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Policy statement 

The ability to reproduce scientific findings and their applications requires that 
research data be managed responsibly. Capturing and accessing research data 
thus call for administering discipline-specific standards while also complying 
with applicable laws and regulations. The University of Stuttgart expects its 
researchers and cooperation partners to abide by and implement the following 
research data management protocols to enable the capture and publication of 
their research data.  
 
Managing research data 

Research data come about by being gathered, monitored, calculated, derived or 
generated during the research process. Even a proprietary piece of software 
qualifies as research data. Research data management spans the entire life 
cycle of these data: their generation, analysis, evaluation, publication and 
storage through to eventual reuse by third parties. Besides documenting the 
data, it includes specifying – and possibly storing – the equipment and software 
employed in producing them. Descriptive metadata should be linked to the 
research data even during the research process. Metadata allows drilling down 
to the stored research data; hence, it guarantees their reproducibility and reuse. 
  
Protocols 

1. The researchers who determine within the legal framework when and under 

which conditions the relevant research data are to be made accessible are 

responsible for the research data and for complying with discipline-specific 

standards. The University of Stuttgart promotes and expressly supports free 

access to research data, provided that ethical, legal, business, and 

contractual framework conditions are observed.  

 

2. Research projects that generate data need careful data management 

planning and controls on access rights and restrictions, especially if the 

research data are to be made available to a community. Accordingly, 

research data management, guided by current professional standards and 

DFG recommendations on safeguarding good scientific practice, must be 

documented in a data management plan.  

3. Research data must be stored securely and appropriately documented and 

reviewed. In the process, the scientific and legal rights of the researchers, 

the privacy of personal data, other obligations to third parties (e.g. 
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cooperation partners) and ethical, legal, and business constraints must be 

upheld. Digital research data are to be saved and stored in a suitable 

University of Stuttgart information infrastructure using services approved by 

the University.  

 
With its central facilities, the University of Stuttgart supports researchers in 
planning, capturing, and retaining research data, in formulating and 
maintaining standards for handling research data, and with relevant training 
and consultation offerings created in cooperation with the specialized 
disciplines. The University of Stuttgart recommends and supports embedding a 
focus on the importance of discipline-specific, organized research date 
management in curriculum delivery by the respective faculties.  
 


